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Poll: 
Out of 5, how tech-savvy are you?

5 - I’m a tech geek, love it

4 - I enjoy tech and see the benefits

3 - I would like to know more but I’m not 
very confident

2 - I can live without tech but see its uses

1 - I hate technology and want to live in a 
tech free world



Technology embedded education



Does technology have a positive 
impact on learning?

Studies consistently find that digital 
technology is associated with moderate 
learning gains. Technology should 
support pupils to work harder, for 
longer or more efficiently to improve 
their learning. 

(Sutton Trust-EEF Toolkit, 2014)



Does technology have a positive 
impact for dyslexic pupils?
Computers have been used to help dyslexic learners 
for 30 years. 

“ Our results indicate that computer-readers [text 
to speech] are important compensatory aids that 
can enable many people with dyslexia to perform 
more effectively in reading-related tasks associated 
with school and work.”

Elkind et al (1993)



Life-long benefits 
to appropriate 
technology use

• Improved motivation

• More independence

• Improved skills and 
output

➔More likely to 
succeed throughout 
education & in the 
workplace

➔20% of students using A.T.



What is assistive or enabling  
technology?

“any item, piece of equipment, or product 
system, whether acquired commercially or off-
the-shelf, modified, or customized, that is used 
to increase, maintain, or improve the functional 
capabilities of individuals with disabilities” 

British Assistive Technology Association

Enabling technology “provides the means to 
generate giant leaps in performance and 
capabilities of the user”



Assistive or Enabling?

• Alternative access devices

• Speech recognition 

• Text to speech

• E-books

• Curriculum apps

• Office applications

• Calendar & reminders

Educational & 
Productivity 
Technology

• Laptop, desktops & 
Netbooks

• Mobile phones

• iPad, Tablets, 
Phones

Mainstream consumer 
technology

Assistive 

Technology



But any technology solutions must 
lesson difficulties & provide equal 
access

‘a mismatch can hamper the students ability 
to use coping strategies to manage their 
dyslexia’ Stacy (1998)

• Not all soft/hardware will help all dyslexic 
users

• Some soft/hardware will frustrate some dyslexic 
users

➔ As with any user!



Dyslexia-Friendly Technology: all 
about the design (Rowais et al 2014)

Short, simple tasks, reinforcing learning

Support diversity & preferences

Structured & realistic tasks

Simple language & readable fonts

Multisensory combining audio & visual

Sufficient & adaptable timing

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-08599-9_83


Technology acceptance



Why are we worried about 
acceptance?
• 25% - 75% of assistive 

technology is 
“abandoned”

• People who abandon
technology are less likely
to try it again in the
future

• Decision makers are less 
likely to commit to 
resources in the future



Roger’s diffusion of innovation



Motivation × Need

Time × Effort × Stigma

User’s environment

Technology Acceptance Model for 
assistive technology (Deibel, 2011)



Therefore….to embed technology 
within coping strategies….

Time

Effort

Stigma

Motivation

User’s environment



Glass (1999) Learning curve for new 

technology software

Is training the key?



Affects 
(Feelings, 

Attitudes, 

Beliefs and 

Assumptions)

Motivation

Strategies

From  R Phelps & A Graham, (2013) “Technology Together: Whole‐School Professional Development for 

Capability and Confidence”, ITSE

In the context of metacognition…



“I did feel like I was doing 
2 courses and that was, 
frankly, too much.  I had 
to stay with my old bad 
habits because I just 
didn’t feel I had the time 
to take out to learn 
something new to help 
me.  It was a vicious circle, 
really.” (Stephanie, LexDis 
final project)

Technology Strategies (LexDis.org.uk)
But don’t leave it too late

Seale et. Al. (2008)

http://www.lexdis.org.uk/


STREET Model for selecting & evaluating 
assistive technologies (Draffan et al, 2016)

Tools

Environment

Expertise

Resources

Tasks

Strengths

https://www.emeraldinsight.com/doi/pdfplus/10.1108/JAT-01-2016-0007


STREET Model for selecting & evaluating 
assistive technologies (Draffan et al, 2016)

Tools

Environment

Expertise

Resources

Tasks

Strengths

Text to speech

Classroom & exams

Can type & use mouse

Reading, proof-reading

Individual licences / networked? 

Free / Paid? 

Staff confidence with technology?

Technical support?

https://www.emeraldinsight.com/doi/pdfplus/10.1108/JAT-01-2016-0007


Tools

Text to 
speech / 
eReading

Speech 
recognition

Word 
processing  
& proofing 

tools

Recording 
/Capturing

Graphical 
mapping / 
Planning

Reminders / 
Organisation



Built-in Enabling Technologies
https://bdatech.org/dyslexia-awareness-week-2018

Windows / 
Office

Mac Chrome iOS Android

Text to speech
yes yes With 

extension

yes yes

Colour filters / 
background

Limited Limited
With 

extension

yes
Limited

Speech 
recognition

yes yes yes yes

Predictive text Touch-screen Touch Bar
With 

extension

yes yes

Spellcheck / 
dictionary

yes yes yes yes Spell check 
only

Calendar / 
Reminders



Demonstration of Word 365



Example: why isn’t everyone using 
text to speech in the classroom?

It costs too 
much

It’s not 
reliable

I don’t 
know how 

to use it

My pupils 
don’t like it

My pupils 
can’t type fast 

enough

Teachers use 
books & 

worksheets



But…

• Free, low-cost or commercial tools are 
available

• Training is important for everybody, staff and 
pupils. 

• Not everyone likes technology. Find your 
tech champions, 

• Free scanning apps & RNIB Bookshare help 
with digital learning resources



Impact and training AT apps for 
dyslexic learners (Nordström et al, 2018)

• 80% primary & 57%
secondary pupils felt
the TTS assist reading 
skills

• But extensive training
& support was 
required. Some 
students struggled to 
use apps 

• 70% continued to use
AT after project

Enhance learning 

opportunities

Enhance reading 

development

Enhance text 

comprehension

Improve ability to 

write text

Assist educational 

practice

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/17483107.2018.1499142


New horizons for 
the 21st Century



New horizons for 
the 21st Century



Enabling 
technology 
in the 21st

Century

It’s no longer about what 
the technology can do.

It’s about what we are 
tying to do and where and 
when we want to use it.



Final thoughts

Keep it simple!
• Supplement current strategies

• Use what’s already in your pocket

Highlight benefits
• Focus on motivation 

• Accept that not everyone will want to use technology

Work together
• Pupil/teacher ---- user/trainer partnership

• Whole-organisation approach



Thank you

Abi James
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@abijames


